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D. Aqswer any eight of the following in two or three sentences :

1 1) 'Don't write in English.' Why the poet is advised so ?

12) How did the poet try to avoid her womanliness as mentioned in
lAn Introduction'?

13) What are the inherited gifts mentioned in 'Still I Rise' ?

14) How.did the Antharjanam react to the personal attack towards her letter ?

15) What kind of double standards does men have as referred in 'l am not that
Woman' ?

16) What is GMMP ?

17) who did and when was gender budgeting introduced in India ?

18) Why was Dakshayani's mother allowed access to water well ?

19) What right did the order of 1812 give Channar women ?

20) what was the reaction against restricting use of melmundu ?

21) What did Dakshayani propose in her first speech in Constituent Assembly ?

22) What is caste morality ? (8x1=B)


